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Let LY,, = (a,,(t); t E (0, 1)) and p,, = {ppI (t ); t E (0, 1 )} be the uniform empirical process and the uniform 
quantile process, respectively. For given increasing continuous function h on (0, I) and Orlicz function 
4, consider probability distributions on the Banach space L,(dh) induced by these processes. A 
description of the function h for the central limit theorem in L,(dh) for the empirical process cy, to 
hold is given using the probability theory on Banach spaces. To obtain the analogous result for the 
quantile process &,9 it is shown that the Bahadur-Kiefer process a,# -& is negligible in probability in 
the space L,(dh). Similar results for the tail empirical as well as for the tail quantile processes, are given 
too 
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1. Introaluctiorn 
Let U,, 8/,,... be a sequence of independent uniform random variables (r.v.‘s) 
whose distribution function (d.f.) is the identity function I on the interval (0, 1). 
For any first n of them, UnI1 s Unzr s l l l s U ,,:,, and 
G,(t):=n-‘#{l~I~n:Ui~t?, tE(O,l), 
denote the order statistics and the uniform empirical d.f., respectively. Define also 
the uniform empirical quantile function G,’ to be the left-continuous invers of the 
right-continuous 6,) i.e. 
Gi’( t) = inf{s E (0, 1): G,(s) 2 t} 
:=& for(k-I)/n<tSk/n, k=l,...,n. 
Both, empirical d-f. G, and empirical quantile function G,‘, being centered and 
scaled comprise the empirical process 
dt):=Jn{G,(t)-t}, te(0, l), 
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and the quantile process 
for tEA,,:=[l/(n+l), n/(n+l)], 
for t (2 (0, l)\& 9 
(1.1) 
respectively. Let {d, ; n E N} be a sequence of positive numbers such that 0 < d,, < 1, 
for all n EN, and &JO, nd,J’+a9 as n 3 +m. In the paper we shall be concerned 
also with the tail empirical process w, defined in terms of the sequence (& ; n E N} 
to be 
wn( t) := d,“2a,(d,t), t E (0, Q, (l-2) 
and the tail quantile process II,, defined analogously to be 
v,,(t) := d,“‘P,(d,,t), t E (0, $1. (1.3) 
For the best of our knowledge, the processes w,, and vo, have been defined and 
treated in Mason (1988). Note that the finite dimensional distributions (f.d.d.‘s) of 
the processes a,, and &, converge weakly to those of the Brownian bridge B = 
{B(t); t E (0,l j} and the f.d.d.‘s of the processes w, and v, converge weakly to those 
of the standard Wiener process W = { W(t); t E (0, ;I}. Assume both limiting pro- 
cesses to be measurable. 
The aim of the paper is to prove the central limit theorem (CLT) for the probability 
distributions of the processes just introduced on some path spaces. Namely, for the 
presentation of results (in Section 2), we consider the Banach space of pth power 
integrable functions as the path space. But the proofs are given (in Section 4) for 
more general case of Orlicz spaces. 
Let (7” m) be a complete g-finite measure space. Define LI, = &(m), 1 s p c +a, 
to be the space of equivalence classes of pth power integrable functions endowed 
with the norm 
llfll,, := (1 lfip dm)“’ < +m. 
The Banach space L,,(m) is separable whenever the measure m is separable. To 
consider probability distributions of the empirical type processes, for the measure 
space (T, m) - 2 +- ke ((0, l), dh)) or ((0, $), dh’) defined by: 
otatio Let h be a continuous increasing function on (0,l) such that h(4) = 0. 
By h’ we will den tc the function h re-t-iTted to (0, i]. The Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
measure induced by h (by h’) will be denote by dF (by dh', respectively). 
ill hold true for left-continuous and non-decreasing 
functions h. The assumption from Notation 1.1 is used in Proposition 4.3 below. 
Let w be a positive unbounded function on (0,l). The case p = +OO 
refered in our context to t “(w) of bounded real valued functions 
)s at 
lim If(t>lw(t)=O 
rlO*ft 1 
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endowed with the weighted supermum norm 
llf II W’ := sup{lf( t)lw( t): t E (0,l)). 
The space (B*(w), 11 l Ifd is non-separable Banach space. It is known that the CLT 
for the empirical process ~1, in this space holds under the Chibisov-~~~eilly’s 
condition 
(vide Dudley, 1984, for the distributional version, and vide Csliirgii, csiirl;ii, I-Iorvath 
and Mason, (1986, Theorem 4.2.1), for the weak invariance principle version). In 
particular, this condition on the function w means that the limiting process Brownian 
bridge has a.a. sample paths in the space I’. The same result holds for the 
quantile process Pn due to the weak invariance principle in weighted sup-norm 
metric (vide Csiirgii, Morvath and Mason, 1986, Section 4.3). It turns out that the 
same feature of the limiting process characterize the CLT in the space LP for all 
processes introduced above. Namely, the CLT in LP, 1 c p < 00, for the processes 
ff &, w, and u, holds true if the corresponding limiting process has a.a. sample 
pi;hs in LP. 
Both functions w and h plays the similar role. Instead of h its density function 
is often used. Wowever the function h is better suited to handle with some conditions 
appearing below. 
The summary of the recent results on the asymptotic behaviour of empirical type 
processes in L,-space is in order. It is well-known and easy to derive directly from 
the general CLT in a Hilbert space that the distribution of the empirical process ~r,~ 
converges weakly to the distribution of the Brownian bridge B in the space L?(dh) 
iff 
I 
1 
[t(l-t)]dh<+oo. (1.4) 
0 
As a consequence the asymptotic normality follows both for the Kramer-von Mises 
statistic, 
I 
1 
az,(r) dt 5 B*(t) dt, 
0 
if vve take cl=&& and for the Anderson- Darling statistic, 
a;(t)[t(l- t)]-’ dt -% B’( t)[ t(1 - t)]-’ dt, 
if we take h(t) =f:,* [s(l -s)]-’ ds, t E (&I). Here and throughout the paper ‘A’ 
denotes the convergence in distribution of real r.v.‘s. 
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The CLT in L,(dk) for the quantile process p,, is known being hold (vide Mason, 
‘1984; Cremers and Kadelka, 1986) if in addition to (1.4), 
lim EII&ii~= 1’ [t(l -t)]h(dt). 
II++,= 0 
This second condition is superfluous as follows from the remark after Corollary 2.4. 
Most general results related to non-& spaces are given in Cs6rg6 and Horvath 
(1988) (vide C&go and Horvath, 1990, also). Let pa 1 and let 4 be a positive 
function on (0, ;]. If 
J 
‘/2 
t”“/q( t) dt < +oo 
0 
then 
J ‘/2 IPnWlP/4W dt 5 J *” IB(t)l”lq( t) dt 4, 0 
and 
J 4 fPn(f#‘/q(f) dt L 0. 0 
Moreover, for the weight function q = I” with --OO < v < 1 +=-&I, it follows that 
&?p’2+‘) Jdtr Ip,j( t)l”t-v dt 2 J ’ 1 w( t)lPt-” dt. (1.5) 
0 0 
Analogous statements for the empirical process cy, also hold true. 
The proof of the results just stated is based on the improved Hungarian eonstruc- 
tion given in Csorgii, C&go, HorvAth and Mason, (1986). An approach being used 
in the present paper is different. The traditional two-step pattern technique (conver- 
gence of linear functionals and tightness) in conjunction with the probability theory 
on Banach space make it possible to get stronger results. Simple but crucial rep- 
resentation of the empirical process 
I n 
a,=-- L Yi, 
d- n i=l 
where 
Yj(t)=l((),,](Ui)-t for tE(O, 11 an (1.6) 
~~~~.i~~~~~o~ with theprobability inequality for the sum of independent 
Banaeh space valued r.v.‘s (Section 3). For the quantile pl‘ocess &, we show firstly 
that 
r a,, 
the quantile process too. 
S. is is s T in &,-space for 
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2. 
Let (q SF, m) be a complete separable o-finite measure space. A Banach space 
(5,il l 11) consisting of equivalc~ce classes, module equality almost everywhere, of 
real valued functions on r is called ~11 ~~~~e~~~c~jo~ space on ( T, m) if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) If l+lgl a-e. on K with f measurable and g~5, then f~ 5 and llfll G llgll; 
(2) for every subset A E 9 such that m(A) < 00 the indicator function IA of A 
belongs to 5. 
This is a common subclass of Banach lattices which includes &-spaces, Orlicz, 
Lorentz, Marcinkiewicz, and other concrete function spaces. We refer to Linden- 
straus and Tzafriri (1977) (L&T (1977) below) for the general background on these 
spaces. 
Let (5, II+ be a Kiithe function space on (T, m). B is said to be order contintraus 
if, for every downward directed sequence f,$O, lim, llfn II= 0. Roughly speaking, if 
T is not too large then 5 is separable iR 5 is order continuo~~s and ( T, m) is separable 
measure space. Moreover, if llfn -fl + 0 thenJl +f in m-measure. We will consider 
in what follows the separable Banach spaces only. 
Let (0, &, Pr) be a probability space and let 6 = { 5( t j; d E T} be sr4 0 S-measurable 
function 4 : 0 x T+ R with 
&0,*) E 5 for Pr-a.a. 0 E 0, 
i.e. 5 is a measurable stochastic process with sample paths in 5. Then, by Lemma 
1 in Cremers and Kadelka (1984), the map i: Jn + 5 defined by 
A 
lx ) 
:= 
{ 
5(0,+ for 5(u, +5, 0 
0 otherwise, 
is B-valued F.V. The probability distribution Z(c) on 5 induced by the process f 
(or by S-valued r.v. J’) is the image measure by f (by 5, respectively). 
LetP,PI,P2,=-= be a sequence of probability measures on the Banach space 5. 
We write “~,,+~ in 5” to denote the weak convergence of pn to p, i.e. the 
convergence I,_j’ dp,, + jBf dp, as n -i, -!-NJ for all continuous and bounded real- 
valued functions J: 
efinsition 2.1. Let {5;, ; n E N} be a sequence of measurable stochastic processes with 
paths in a #(ithe function space 5. It is said that the central limit theorem (CLT) 
in 5 holds for { 5, ; n E N} if there exists a measurable Gaussian stochastic process 
5 with paths in 5 and such that 
ahties accomplished, we restrict ourselves in this section to t 
measure space (T, m) given by Notation 1.1 and to the Kothe function space 
5 = k,(dh), p 2 1. To step in the consideration for the empirical type processes., we 
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have to ~~n~rrn the assumptions of the formal construction given above. A moments 
reflection shows that processes c;y,, /3,,, and hence the processes w,E, o,,, too, are 
measurable. An appropriate sample paths integrability of the processes i ruled by 
the steepness of the slope of h. To justify and to make precise this say-so, we use 
tinear bounds in probability of empirical d.f. 6, and empirical quantile function 
G,’ (vide Shorack and Wellner, 1986, p. 4:Sj. Namely, for given 8 > 0 there exist 
0 < M = A& < 1 and a subset AnF e: 92 such that Pr( A,,,) > I- 8 on which 
G?(t) s- 
t ’ 
l-Q;“w_&_l_ 
Et M’ 
for t E ( Un:,, kl,,,). (2.1) 
Then, by a simple reasoning, we have 
J ’ IS, - 11” dh < +a a.s. iff l[I(I - I)]” dh < +m. 0 J 0 
The bound for the empirical quantize function USi’ analogous to (2-l) on the inte~a~ 
A, ody, allows us to show that 
J J 
1 16;’ - 11” dh <+a a.s. if! [ I( 1 - I)]” dh < +a, 
4, 0
Further to the introduction, some additional comments on the approach are in 
order. Basic to this one is the following property: For given measurable stochastic 
processes {c,* ; n E N) with sample paths in (II%, 11 l 11) there exists another one (c:,; n E N} 
such that 
where 5, t . . . , &, are i.i.d. measurable stochastic processes, and the relation 
lim IIL -SLll = 0 
n*+cc, 
is satisfied under appropriate conditions. If such construction is possible and 
B = L,(dh), with 1 c-p 6 2, then the CL’T in L,(dh) holds for {&, ; n EN} (or/and 
for {[i; n EN): i@ 
(ET&( ~)~*‘~~(dt) < +cx, (2.2) 
T 
(vide Araujo and Gin&, he situation is dieere;:; for the case p > 2, According 
to eorem 5.1 in Pisier nn (1978), con i~ions (2.2) an 
(2.3) 444+CC 
It turns out that condition (2.3) 
Le? 1~pC-k~. Then 
I 
I 
2Qq,)*Lif(B) in LJdhj iff [I(].-I)]““dh<+oo. q 
0 
The CLT for the tail empirical processes given by (1.2) is proved making use an 
appropriate general CLT for the triangular arrays of row wise independent i3anach 
space valued r.v.‘s. The next statement is the case of Theorem 4.5 below. 
Csrollary 2.3. Let 1 s p < -i--cQ Then 
I 
l/2 
cl;p(w,,)*Z( W) in LJdk’) iff I”“dh’<+oo. e] 
0 
Take 
f l/2 
h’(t) = - L &I s-“ds for E(Q,~] I 
for a moment. The integrability condition in Corollary 2.3 is satisfied for --00 < v c 
1 +$p. Thus, by change of variables, we have 
So, it is exactly the statement (1.5). 
To prove the CLT for the quantile process P,,, we show that the Bahadur-Kiefer 
process cy, - fin is negligible in probabihty. Famely, the last statement in this section 
is the case of Theorem 4.6 below. 
Corollary 2.4, Let 1 s g c -too. T?ien 
I 
lim 11~~~ - P,,]I,, = 8 in probability if [I(1 - I)]“/‘dh <+a 
n-++CC 
lim llwn - &lllp = 0 in probability if
n+-l-oc c l/2 P” dh” < +oo. El 0 
Thus Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 remain true with 01’,., and w,, replaced by /Sn and u,, 
respectrvely. 
E [I, +a), the CLT in the space LJdh) for empirical type processes 
is put down to facts being different in nature. Namely, the first one rest upon the 
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powerful theory of Gaussian measures on cotype 2 Banach spaces. Thus, the task 
reduces to a simple comparison of eovariance in the case of the space L,(d/r) with 
p E [ 1,2] (vide infra Theorem 3.9). The situation is different for the Banath spaces 
LJdh) with p > 2. An approach undertaken by Pisier and Zinn (1978), latter 
developed in Gin& Mandrekar and Zinn (19791, Gin6 and Zinn (1983) leads to 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the CET to hold in this case. We have adopted 
their results to non-identically distributed Banach lattice valued r.v.‘s (vide infra 
Theorem 3 S). 
Turning to the probability theory on Banach spaces, we need to augment the 
notation to which we shall adhere throughout this section only. Let (5, ]\*I]) be a 
separable Banach space, 5* its topological dual and ( l 9 0) stands for the dualing 
pair. Recall that the Banach space 5 is said to be of cotype p, p 3 2 if there exists 
a constant C < 00 such that for any finite set {xi) c 5, 
where { ri ; i E N) is a sequence of i.i.d. Rademacher r.v.‘s and it is said to be of type 
p, 1 s p s 2, if the reversed inequality holds. The Banach space I$ is of cotype p v 2 
and of type p n 2. For any zero mean 5valued r.v. 5 with E(f, 6)‘~ +m VJE 5*, 
define the covariance Csv( 5) to be a nonnegative symmetric bilinear form on 5* x B* 
such that 
Cov(5N.L g) = W O(g, 6) v.6 g E 5** 
If 5 is a Kiithe function space on the measure space (T, 9, m), with the dualing pair 
the covariance of 5valued r.v. 5 is given by the kernel k,, i.e. by the symmetric 
nonnegative definite measurable function k, : T x T+ R, such that the relation 
(3-l) 
holds. It is said ~~~~ the covariance (the kernel of covariance) is Gaussian on B if 
there exists a B-valued Gaussian T.V. with the same covariance (kernel of covariance). 
Central to the theory of Gaussian measanrPc on Banach spaces is the description 
of all Gaussian measures in terms of their covariances. The following tightness 
condition makes clear the usefulness of such theory. We refer to Araujo and Gin6 
(1980, Theorem 3X.11) for the related reyujts. 
Let be a separable 
GM: Cov(O(.LfJ SS 
is tight. •r 
ach space of cotype 2 and let a: be a B-valued 
measures on B given by 
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This result is applicable to L,,( an)-valued r.v.‘s with p E [ 1,2] only. Next we turn 
to the cabe p > 2. Assume our Banach space IEI! to be a Banach lattice in addition. 
Recall that a Banach lattice B is called p-conuex, 1 c p < +a, if there exists a constant 
M < -1-00 such that for any finite set {xi) c IB, 
(3.2) 
and it is called p-concave if the reversed inequality holds. In the left side of (3.2) 
enter the expression which can be easily defined for Banach lattices of real functions 
with the natural ordering. Namely, the function 
z1.u.b. 1 aiXi(t): C Iail s 1, l/p+ l/q = 1 
i i I 
is an element of IEB, and this generalizes in a suitable way to any Banach lattice 
(L&T, 1977, pp. 40-43). Note that for the Banach lattice L,(m), p 3 1, the equality 
ll(T lxilp)“’ lip =(5 Ilxill~)“p 
holds. 
Next we quote the result from Gin6 and Zinn (1983, Theorem 4.3) earlier on had 
been proved for &( m)-valued r.v.‘s with p > 2 in Pisier and Zinn (1977, Theorem 
5.1). 
Theorem 3.2. Let (iE3,/ l 11) be a p- convex, q-concave Banach lattice with p > 2, q < +m 
andlet& 51, &,**m be i.i.d. B-valued r.v.‘s. Then there exists a Gaussian B-valued 
KV. v such that 
ijkovariance of the r.v. 6 is Gaussian irz B and 
lim A’ Pr(11tll aA}=O. fl 
A ++CC 
To gain the distributional version of the results from the paper by CsorgCi and 
Horvath (1988), Theorem 3.2 should be adopted to the triangular arrays of T.v.%. 
Such extension for E,( m)-valued r.v.‘s with p > 2, have been given m Gi 
Mandrekar and Zinn, (1979) using Rosenthal’s inequality. The proof for t 
r.v.‘s given below relies on the inequality being proved in 
Zinn (1977) for L,,( m)-valued r.v.‘s. At the first step we shall prove the inequality 
formulated in the following lemma. 
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a3.3. Let (IB, ll# hap -convex, q-concave Banach lattice with p > 2, q < +a. 
Then there exist constants CI and Cz such that the inequality 
holds for all independent symmetric IEB-valued r.v.5 5, v . . . , &, . 
r, be i.i.d. Rademacher r.v.‘s independent of &, . . . ,5,,. Fubini 
theorem and concavity of the space II% allow to appeal to the Maurey-Khintchine 
inequality (L&T, 1977, p. 49). Hence the inequality 
holds for some constant C, = C,(B) < +m. Let us double original set of r.v.‘s 
producing i.i.d. one’s 8, , . . . , c2,, and let ,9s, be a a-algebra generated by the first n 
of them. Using elementary properties of the operator of conditional expectation 
E*% lE3-+ B (Vakhanija, Tarieladze and Chobanyan, 1987, p. 127) we get 
SE II Jiz, (Idl’-l~i+~l’)o + // E (i1 l612)li211 l 
(3.4) 
The first inequaiity holds because it is true for functions (Theorem l.d.1 from L&T, 
1977). To estimate the first term in the right side of (3.4), we use a 2concavification 
procedure (L&T, 1977, p. 54) to construct a new Bnna allUch lattice. Let us denote by 
(B~2J, II l llt2,> this 2concavification of B which is i P-convex, $ q-concave and such that 
iixll+ 11 /xI’/211 s M llxll (y;. 
By Propositio,.. 1 p 3 from L&T (1977), type 2 A (&I) inequality holds for the norm 
II l II t2b l Hence there exists a constant C2 = C,(B) < +oo such that 
E 11 Ii, (5,1’16.“~~~11’2jl s // i;, (lsil~ - 15i+n12) )I :I: 
i E iI l&i211f;;P/2) “(p”4’ 
i=l ) ,
ecapitulating t e inequalities above, we have just seen that (3.3) holds. q 
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To obtain the full-fledged extension of Pisier and Zinn’s inequality we shall apply 
to the fn=st term in the right side of (3.3) the inequality 
being valid for 4 > 2 and any collection of nonnegative r.v.‘s Z1,. . . , Zn (cf. Lemma 
3.3 from Pisier and Zinn, 1977). The extension inequality in question then reads as 
follows: 
Let (5, II*II> b e as in Lemma 3.3. Then there exist constants C, and 
C2 such that the inequality 
holds for all independent symmetric B-valued r.v.‘s 5, , . . . , en. 0 
Once the desired inequality is on hznd we thus arrive at the following tightness 
condition. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (5, II l 11) be a p- convex, q-concave Banach lattice with p > 2, q < +OO 
and let {K, ; 1 E IV} be a sequence of compact operators acting on 5. Assume {&,, ; 1 s i s 
n, n E IV) to be a row wise independent triangular array of zero mean 5-valued r. v.‘s. If 
(2) sup i sup A2 Pr{ ll&,, II 2 A} < +oo; 
neN i=l A>0 
(3) lim sup lim sup 
/*an 
n~+oo II ( E i l[in -KS,nI’)1/2 I/ =O; i=l 
(4) lim sup lim sup i sup A * Pr{ 11 Tin - K&in II 3 A } = 0; 
I+00 n++cO i=l A>0 
then the family of probability measures (.Z’(C~=, (in ); n E N> on 5 is tight. 
roof. It suffices (vide Vakhanija, Tarieladze and Chobanyan, 1987, Proposition 
1.3.12) to prove that 
lim sup sup Pr 
A+x’ rIFN 
and 
lim sup lim sup r 
(iI 
It r5 _ in - S>Q. 
I+oc n++oc i=l 
ut the required estimate follows from the assumptions (l)-(4) by ChebySev’s 
inequality, symmetrization argument, and Corollary 3.4. Cl 
Now we are going to apply just stated results to 0rlicz space valued r.v.‘s. Let 
us say that a function 4 :R+ +R+ belongs to the class a), if it is continuous convex 
non-decreasing such that 4(O) = 0, -$( u) > 0 for M > 0, &( u) -+ +a, as u + +o~j, and 
the AZ-condition holds, i.e. 
N@ := sup 4(2t)/+(;) =C -t-S. 
I>0 
(3.5) 
By c$-* we shall denote the inverse function. Given a a-finite separable measure 
space (a, m) and a function 4 E @, define the Grlicz space L,( n*r) to be the Banach 
space of real measurable functions f on T equipped with the Luxemburg norm 
By (3.5), the Orlicz space 
the next statement we list 
functions 4 and + will be 
cr such that 
J7- J 
LJ m) is order continuous, and hence is separable. In 
some properties of Cklicz space being used below. The 
called equivalent, if there exist positive constants c1 and 
g&d) s O(u) =s l#!+,u) vu E Et+. (3.6) 
osition 3.6. Let C$ E 4p and let the measure space ( T, m) be as above. Then the 
Bar! _;ch space L,(m) is 
(1) q-concave for some q < +W; 
(2) p-convex, 1 s p < +OO if there exists a function $ equivalerst to C$ and such that 
the function u + +( u”~) on R’ is convex; 
(3) of cotype 2 if there exists a function $ equivalent o 4 and such that the function 
u + #(u”‘) on Iw+ is concave. 
roof. (1) The A,-condition (3.5) implies (cf. Lemma I.2 in Albrycht, 1962) the 
estimate 
with q = log, Nrb. Let f,, . . . ,fn be the finite collection of disjoint functions from 
L,(m). Then (C voposition 2.b.5 from L&T, 1977) we have 
ower q-estimate, i.e. the inequality 
n 
7 II II Lf i 2 i=I d 
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hollds for any set of disjoint functions fi’, . . , ,fn. According to Theorem Lf_7 from 
L&T (1977: the Orlicz space L,( m j is q-concave. 
(2) Let fs 9 . . . ,fn be any set of functions from L,( m j such that 
(vide supra (3.6)). Then 
Hence the inequality 
\C2/ i=ll 
holds for any set of functions from L&I). 
(3) This is specifically proved in Gorgadze 
It is convenient for further reference to 
functions: 
G2 = (4 E @: S$ equivalent to i$ s.t. h 
and Tarieladze (1980). Cl , 
introduce the following classes of 
+ ~(~) is concave}, 
(P2 = (4 E @: arc/ equivalent to 4 s.t. A + +(A I/‘) is convex for some p > 2). 
To translate the first tightness criterion (Theorem 3.1) in to the Qrlicz space 
setting, we use the description of all Gaussian measures given by Vakhania (1965), 
Rajput (1972), Gorgadze and Tarieladze (1974), Byczkowski (1977, 1979). In the 
next statement we enunciate a variant of these results. 
Theorem 3.7. Let $I f elr, and let ( T9 m) be a measure spaces as above. A symmetric 
nonnegative dejinite measurabbejimction k on T x T is a Gaussian covariance in L, ( m ) 
ijjVEE L,(m). CJ 
emark. (1) Assumptions on the function k implies the existence of the measurable 
zero mean Gaussian process indexed by 7’ with covariance function k ( 
1972, ~cmma 5.1). Thus the statement of Theorem 3.7 gives necessary and s 
conditions for this process to have a.a. sample paths in the Orlicz space Lo. 
(2) The description of Miithe function spaces such that the statement of Theorem 
3.7 still hold is given in Gorgadze, Terieladze and Chobanyan (1978). 
Now, from Theorems 3.11, 3.5, 3.7 and Proposition 3.6 we immediately conclu 
presider the fu~cti~~l C$ E aD2 and the cr--nite separable measure space 
( q Lyle )- Let k a sy~~et~i~ nonnegative de~nite ~eusur~b~e function on T x T and 
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let (SF, ; n 3 1) 6e a sequence of zero mean L,( m )-valued r.v.‘s with the kernels k, 
defined by (3.1). ?‘hen the sequence ojproBability measures (Jf(&,); n E N} on L,(m) 
is tight whenever the inequality k, s Ck holds m-a.e. jar some constant C. EI 
To enunciate next tightness condition, we need a sequence of compact 
operators in the licz space. Let (T, 9, m) be a c-finite measure space. For any 
sequence of subfamilies E,,,) c 9 of disjoint sets of finite m-measure 
directed by ‘refinement’, te the map L, -+ Lb given by 
If= f: ‘Ei (3.8) 
i=l 
where the corresponding quotient is set equal to zero when m( Ei) = 0 (cf. Dunford 
and Schwartz, 1958, efinition IV. 8.17). A simple application of Jensen’s inequality 
yields 
for any jE c is a linear operator from 
s 1. Since has a finite dimensional range 
Lrb( m) into L,(m) with the 
it is a compact operator too. 
Consider the junction 4 E @* and the o-jinite separable measure space 
1 =S i s n, n E N) be a row wise independent triangular array oj zero 
mean L, (m )-valued r. v.‘s Then the set of probability measures (2(x y= l tin ); n E N} 
on L+(m) is tight whenever conditions (I)-(4) j rom Theorem 3.5 hold jor the norm 
11. iI4 and for t&e sequence of compact operators (K,; 1 E IV} dejined by (3.8). 0 
ere the results of the previous section are got down to the nitty-gritty: the tightness 
conditions are applied to the sequences of distributions induced by the empirical 
type processes. Throughout the section for the measure space (rP; m) we shah take 
((0, l), dh) or ((0, $1, dh’) from Notation I.1 
rove main results we present some auxiliary facts. They help us 
uxemburg norm. t is convenient to denote by 
Y(U, t) := ‘ll,o.r]( u) - t (4.1) 
e function whit t confusion we often suppress the first 
argume 
e junction space on (0, ) and such that 
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et us fix 24 E (Oj 1). Note that the absolute value of Y ha5 the for 
[ u 4 l )I = Jh,u] + (1 -- (4.2) 
t is plain that the inequality 
holds pointwisely. This gives rise to the upper bound of I] Y( U, *)]I. Let us turn to 
the lower bound. Continuing the representation (4.2) we have 
Moreover, using the representation (4.2) once more we get 
Therefore the lower bound is in hand. Let us consider now the Luxemburg norm 
I! l II+ for some function 4 E @. Just the definition of the norm implies equality 
I 
1 
~(1Ia*f&-‘il/~(b, Ql)!) QLh =1 
0 
for any subinterval [a, 61 c [O, l]. Thus 
Il~ra,hJII4l = w-vlh(E~, 4)). (4.3) 
Taking into the account the monotonicity of h and the assumption h(i) = 0 we see 
that the last claim of Lemma 4.1 holds too. Cl 
Let @@and !zt E be any function from IF3 to R such that E( h ) + 0 as 
A + ho. 7ken for any real valued function J 
lim (b-'(&(A)f(h))f~-'(f(h)) =O. 
A+&1 
S E (0,2) and take 
ood A of ho sue 
the ition (3.5) fli; times we 0 
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Now some corollaries are in order. 
. Let 4 E @ caned Let mu L,(dh). Then 
(3) lim A* ?r([l/~II~Hk}==o. 
A-W 
y Theorem 8.64 from usielak (1983), we have 
I 
1 
lim /g,IIb = 0 iff lim Hk,l) dh = 0. 
tl0 .lO 0 
Thus, (1) follows just by the definition of the integral. This is also a consequence 
of the order continuity of the Orlicz space L&d/r) with 4 E @. 
(2) Note that 
x.6 IIn w4ll;b s fi Ilh*:2]ll~ +J1 - (1 - t) IIu[,/*,,-,,ll& 
e show that 
Km Ji: ll~[,*t/*]/l~ = 0 (4.4) 
tS0 
only and note that the proof of the rest part is similar. Yet another appeal to Theorem 
8.14 from usielak ( 1983) gives 
IIdT(i?Jll, < +W iff +(~~dh<+~ V(or 3)p~[W+. 
y the change of variables, we have 
dJ )dh<+oo. 
--cc 
ence 
So, rechan 
, we infer that 
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y (4.5), convexity of 4, and the inecluality &+Ji&/Z6 
follows that 
I 
+co> 4(m) dh 
J 
1 
+ wJwh: u) z WI) dh(t) 
rjt 
By the standard argument once again 
E(h):=A~(JPr{lh(U)I~A})jO as A++m. 
According to Lemma 4.1, we must show that 
But this 
lim [l/#-‘( l/h)]” Pr(lh( U)! 3 A) = 0. 
h ++OC 
is equivalent to 
lim f#?(~(h)/~)/~#?(l/A) =0 
A++* 
which holds by Lemma 4.2. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 0 
We are going now to prove the CLT for the empirical process cy,. Most tedious 
part in the proof is the verification of the conditions (3) and (4) from Proposition 
39 For this we must specify the definition of the sequence of compact operators 
{K, ; I E IV} defined by (3.8). Let us denote 
Ai=Ai(l):=[i/I,(i+I)/l) for i=O,l,...,I-1, IEN. 
We hope that the usage of the same symbol A here and in (1.1) does not create 
complete confusion among those who will look over the proofs below. Thus, for 
any I E N we have the collection {A, f. . . , A,_,} of disjoint subintervals of ( 
with finite dh measure. So, the compact operator KI defined by (3.5) for 
1-2 
M,f := 1 QJ - f dh. 
i -- 1 , 
Now, we are ready to pro4,c: the following: 
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. The empirical process cy, constitutes the triangular array {tin ; 1 s i s n, n E N} 
of the row wise independent stochastic processes {&(t); d E (0, 1)) given by 
(Uj, t) for t E Earl, b,,], 
otherwise, 
for i = 1,. . . , n. 
r given f (dh ), the CLT for a triangular array of real r.v.‘s we have 
an)s(L where is the Brswnian bridge with the kernel of covariance 
k&, t)=sI\ t-q s, tE(O,l). (4.8) 
By Theorem 3.7, there exists a Gaussian measure on L,(dh) with the covariance 
given by the kernel (4.8) ifI CUE L,(dh). Thus the ‘only if’ part of (4.7) holds. 
To prove the ccmverse one, we shall demonstrate that the sequence of probability 
measures 
{z({an(t)i t G 1 a,,, b,]}); n EN} is tight in L,(dh). (4.9) 
Let 4 E ’ firstiy. We must compute Cov(a,) for to use Proposition 3.8. It is plain 
that 
k,,(t, 4 = MG sNJ[a,,,h ,I l(s)+,,, I, 10) = 
SA t-St for t,SE[il,,6,], 
. ,I o otherwise. 
Thus k,,, s kB and (4.9) holds in the case 4 E 4p2. Assume now that 4 E @. We shall 
use Proposition 3.9 now. It is easy to check the first two conditions. Indeed, by the 
assumptions, we have 
and 
oposition 4.3. Let us stop now and look to the 
ix t E (0, I), k N, and take Ai such that t E A;. 
= v 4 
([u, (i-l- 1)/& 
for d E [i/ I9 t], 
E [t 9 (i+ I)//] . 
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y (4.6), we have 
E( Y(t’) - K,w)2 
I--2 
= EY’(t)(l (0 I,,](O-tD - . [l I,r.dm+ c ~~,C0ww-4 o+ 
;= . 1 
4 
=s t( 1 - t&J,,,(t) -q&1 U,l,(O) +T ~,,,,.H,,,(~)* 
Recapitulating we get 
for all n, 2~ t% Letting I to go to infinity, by (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.3, we 
conclude that the third condition from Proposition 3.9 holds. To prove the last one, 
we must show firstly that 
lim IIY(u;)-K,:‘(u,=)II,=O VuE(O,I). (4.10) 
I++00 
Fix u~(O,l). Then for all IEN such that u~[lji, l-1/1] we have 
ll y- KJII, s IIQo,,,,,+U - m[H,r.*,lll$ + ll~~1,L*-*,&#J~+ IIb1//.u+1//,ll& 
Thus (4.10) holds by (1) and (2) from Proposition 4.3 and the formula (4.3). Mext, 
by part (3) of Proposition 4.3, for given E > 0 there exists a constant A c +a such 
that 
sup A2 Pr(211 YII, 2 A}+. 
AZA 
It is plain that 
lim SUP i SUP A2 r{ II Sin - 
n++c\r i=l A>0 
,*+CQ n++cx? i-l AI-0 
ereby proving ( 
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We turn now to the proof of the CLT for the tail empirical process w,, defined 
by (1.2). 
Let # E @%I @f nlan 
.2( w,,)=e( W) in ~~(~~*) 
roof. The tail empirical process MI,, 
n, n E N} of the row wise independent 
i$ diE L~(d~r). (4.11) 
constitutes the triangular array { & ; 1 G i s 
stochastic processes {tin(t); t E (0, $I}, i.e. 
where 
tJin( t) = (nd,)-“* Y(Uip d,,t) Vi= 1,. . . , n, tE(O,j]. 
According to L~apunov’s CLT for a triangular array of real r.v.‘s, for givenf f ~~(d~ ‘)
we have (f; w,) -% (J W) where W is the Wiener process with the kernel of 
covariance 
k&s, t)=m t, s, t, e(O,$]. (4.12) 
While the covariance structure of w,, is given by 
k,,(s, t)=sA t-d,rs, s, t,E(O,;]. (4.13) 
By Theorem 3.7 there exists a Gaussian measure on L,(d?z) with the covariance 
given by the kernel (4.12) iff V% &,(dh’). Thus the ‘onIy if’ part of (4.11) holds. 
To prove the converse one, we shall demonstrate that the sequence of probability 
measures 
{g(w,); n EN} is tight in L,(dh’). (4.14) 
Let cfi E @* Srstly. By Proposition 3.8, it is sufficient o compare (4.12) and (4.13). 
Thus (4.14) holds for the case b, E a’. Assume now that (f, E Qi’. In this case we 
it is easy to see that shall use Proposition 3.9, Firstly 
Next, it is convenient to denote 
supll 
n 
Yn(u, += Y(~,d~=:=ll~,,,d,,,,;,.r,~,-d,l~, MO, 1). 
ok t H 
(4.15) 
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Using this we get 
21 
=supsupA*Pr{d,“*((Y,II,~h} 
PIEN A>0 
asupsuph2Pr{2~llIlld,~A} 
ncN A>0 
Thus the second condition from Proposition 3.9 holds. The time start to put into 
the consideration again the sequence of compact operators (K,; d E N} defined by 
(4.6). Let us fix for a moment 5 n E N and t E [l/Z, $1. Take i = 1,. . . , $I- 1 such that 
tEAi=[i/l,(i+l)/l]. Then we have 
~~u,d,,,1/2]W - ~~i~[“,J,,.1,2]W 
0 for u/d,, & Ai 
dh(Cil4 uldn])ldh(Ai) for u/d, E [i/l, t] 
-dh([uldn, (ii- l)/l])/dh(Ai) for u/d, E [t9 (i+l)/l], 
for every u _ s $dt,. A simple calculation yields 
E[yn(t)-K~yn(t)12 
1 
2 
(s - t) dh(s)+O~U,d,,l\,,2,~,2l(f) - ~/Oru,d,,,1/2,,,2lif) 
for t E Ai. This implies the estimate 
!I ( E i IKlEin -5inl* I’* i=l > II cb 
s lJE[ m/, - K~yn12((,I~ 
s II~LJ&K+ “5’ n,,, JE[ Y, - K,Y,]* 
II 
Jd7; i=l 
s II&l co.w1ll* +211br.r/?Ill~lfi 
for all n, I EN. Letting 1 to go to infinity, by (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.3, we 
conclude that the third condition from Proposition 3.9 holds. To prove t 
we fix arbitrary E > 0 and show that 
lim SUP lim sup i sup A* Pr{ 11 K& - tin II+ > A} s E. 
I+m n-+co i=l A>0 
(4.16) 
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y the statement (1) from Proposition 4.3, there exists S E (0, i) such that 
ow, we fix u and a ent d. Take i such that u/d,, E A;. Then 
k4/4,,1/21- ~&4/4,,1/21 
i 
0 for t& Ai, 
= dh([i119 uldnl~ldh~Ai~ for tE[u/d,,(i+l)/l]~lj,, 
-dh([u/d,,,(i+l)/l])/dh(Ai) for tE[i/I, u/d,]. 
Consider any Ia 2/S and denote i( 6, I) := [$iFJ. Let us restrict the range of u to the 
interval given by u/d,, E [ 6, $] c v I/=‘-’ ics,,,Ai. Then for any such u we get 
IIn C~l4,,~/21 - ~J[u,d,,,1,2] c/J c II max 
i(fi,/)Sis//2-1 
Ilo ’ ‘4 = llL,,Jrb s II~~F’2,fi/z+,,r]ll&* 
Using this bound and the formula (4.15) we have 
r{l15in -K&inl14 >A) 
i=1 A>0 
=supA’Pr{IIY,-K,Y~II,/~~A} 
h>O 
<sup A’ Pr{2Jd7;1111/, >fA} 
h>O 
Letting yd and I to go to infinity we get (4.16) thereby proving (4.14) in the case 
+E 2 too. cl 
The rest of this section is devoted to prove the CLT for the quantile processes 
Pn and 21, respectively. To this aim, we show that the 
erences a,,-&, and w,-v, are negligible in probability. 
e an order coivltinuous K&e function space on 
(4.17) 
Ii II) 0 9 er c ace on ((0, $, dh’). If 
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. ( y (1 .I ), the quantile process & sit on the interva 
show firstly that 
!im lICY,i!‘Oi0.,,(n+!,,+n~r;,(,lrl,.l, ) 11 = 0 in probability. 
n++CV 
We prove the part of this statement, namely that 
lim )JLY,I~~~,,~(~,+,)~~~ - 0 in probability 
n++oo 
and note that the proof of the rest part is similar. To this aim, we use linear bounds 
in probability of empirical d.f. G, (vide Shorack and Wellner, 1986, p. 
again. Namely, for given E > 0 there exists 0 < < 1 and a subset 
such that &(A,,) > 1 -E on which 
1 ( > --1 <M-l< G,,(t)-? 1 - M P sz-- 1 for t E ( UpI:,, U&. 
Consequently we obtain 
Igr{lla,ll,,,,,,,+,,,ll ’ 4 
Due to the order continuity of the Kothe function space B and by the assumption 
ATE B, both probabilities in the right side become zeros for sukiently large 
n E N. This in turn implies ( .18) because E can be choosen freely. All that is left 
is to show that 
lim 11 ~,A,, - p,, II = 0 in probability. 
fl++Q? 
To this aim, we use that for any v E [0, i), 
LW= fu sup ]a,(t)-pr,(t)l/(t(l - t)y-= 
fC-%, 
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Due to the order continuity of the Kiithe function space [w and by the assumption 
dm E B, there exists f0 E (0, i] such that 
Thus for 
By the definition of the Kiithe function space, we have ll[r,,,l_r,,l E [EB. I-Ience, by (4.20) 
and (4.21), we get 
lim sup Pr{ II a,0 d,, -/&II 3 &}a &+lim sup Pr(A,(I’ll[,,,,,_,~IIII/n”~~&}= E. 
fl++m n-+0? 
This yields (4.19), and hence (4.17). 
A similar proof yields part (II) of Theorem 4.6 and is therefore omitted. 0 
Since Orlicz spaces L,(dh) and L,(dh’) with 4 E @ are order continuous Kiithe 
function spaces, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 in conjunction with Theorem 4.6 yield the 
CLT in Orlicz spaces for the quantile processes /3,, and v,,. Namely, we have: 
core .7. Let 4 E !I$ u @*. Then 
(0 Wd*wQ in L,(dh) if mu L,(dh); 
(2) msJ*a W) in L,(dh’) iff &s L,(dh’). 0 
The characterization of the CLT in the space LJdh) for the empirical process ac, 
by the requirement 
-E L,,(dh) (5.1) 
means the conoition on h in fact. Let us describe functions h satisfying (5.1) more 
directly. 
To this aim, it is convenient to usas osentz-Marcinkiewicz function spaces. Let 
m be the Lebesque measure on (0, 1) and let ?< r, 4 < +OO. Then the classes of 
measurable functions on (0, 1) defined by 
(m{x: If(x)1 2 h))"l' dA9 < +OO , 
0 = f 
. 
r,a e {x: If(x)1 3 A} = 0 
constitutes the Lorentz and Marcinkiewicz spaces, respectively. 
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In the proof of Proposition 4.3 it was shown that (5.1) is equivalent to 
Thus, we have 
By Theorem 3.7, it follows from (5.1) that there exists a Gaussian measure on L,(dh) 
with the covariance kernel of that of the Brownian bridge. Note also that the 
L,(dh)-valued T.v. Y( u, 0) defined by (4.1) have the same covariance kernel. Then 
it is said that L,,(dh)-valued r-v. Y is pregaussian and we will denote it by YE 
PG(L,(dh)). Let us look now for the other conditions on Y. By Lemma 4.1, we 
have that 
(5.3) 
whenever I( 1 - I) E L,(dh). Thus 
Eli Yllf<+00 iff k E L,,,(m) (5.4) 
lim h’Pr{llYl&A}=O iff hEL&&m). 
h-r+oc, 
Using the relations between different Lorentz spaces and Marcinkiewicz space given 
bY 
for q1 < r < q2 < +Q it may be noted that 
This fact in general form is well-known in the probability theory on Banach spaces 
(vide Araujo and CinC, 1980). The above example makes it clear what the difference 
may occur. 
One more incidental comment is in order. Relation (5.3) was sufficient for the 
purpose of this paper. However, more transparent decomposition of the function 
Y is possible: 
=: f(t)+g(u, 1) vu, CE (0,l). 
The foflo-wing properties accentuates the diiference of both parts of such 
f e LJdh) iff I( 1 - I) E LJdh) 
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however 
g(u, +E LJdh) Vu E (0,1). 
lVIoreover 
Ed k/, 0 = -j-w, Eg2( u, t) = If( t)l, ME(O, 1) 
and 
EY(U, t)Y(U,s)=-f(flf(s)+Eg(W, t)g , s) 
=-tS+tAS ift,S, @,I). 
We hope that this comment may pay handsome dividends in further investigations. 
In passing, it may be remarked that the paper by Csiirgii and Horvath (1988) 
contains asymptotic results where Gaussian process ceases to be in the limit 
(Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 loc.cit.). The natural question arise: is it possible to derive 
the CLT for empirical type processes with the non-Gaussian limit making use 
probability theory on Banach spaces. The answer is ‘yes’ and exact statement can 
be found in NorvaiSa (1991). 
Some other questions may arise after glance over the paper. One may ask: is it 
possible to derive the CLT for the empirical process in other Banach or even 
non-Banach spaces? The answer depends heavily on the description of Gaussian 
measures in a particular space. At least in spaces L,(dh), 0 <p < 1, and some other 
Orlicz spaces the CLT for the empirical processes holds owing to the results from 
Gine (1983) and from Lawniczak (1983). 
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